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The availability of safety has always been a challenge in all fields of computing and networking, and the development of reliable
security measures for low operating power systems has been a continuous task for researchers. This paper focuses on Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) systems, whose market is tremendously growing due to the increasing need for efficient supply
chain and healthcare management. Two protocols are proposed that offer mutual authentication, confidentiality, forward security,
anonymity, unlinkability, scalability, and resistance against the most important security attacks. They differ in storage requirements
at the server side. Both proposed protocols are very efficient as the number of required elliptic curve multiplications is limited to
two at the tag side. Moreover, the schemes are also more effective and secure than other related work presented in literature. In
addition, we show how to extend the protocols in order to provide authentication with respect to multiple readers.

1. Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology work-
ing on radio frequency and mainly used for the identification
and tracking of tags attached to objects. RFID is considered
to be one of the key technologies of the fast-growing Internet
of Things (IoT) market, and its market value is expected to
rise from $12.08 bn in 2020 to $16.23 billion by 2029 [1].
In recent years, RFID technology has also been commonly
utilized in the healthcare context for applications such as
child protection [2], position monitoring of medical assets
[3], medical condition monitoring and validation [4], patient
tracking and medication management [5, 6], blood transfu-
sion [7], and nursing home safety management [8]. Because
health data is an integral aspect of personal privacy informa-
tion [9], it is vital to secure private medical data and to guar-
antee anonymity and protection of tracking from access
during the RFID authentication procedure. It is also already
widespread deployed in a variety of other applications such
as smart logistics management [10], safe access control

[11], automated toll payment [12], staffmonitoring, and theft
prevention [12].

An RFID network consists of a device (including a tag), a
reader, and a backend processor, where the reader has a special
identification and can access the tag’s working zone for read/-
write operations. As shown in Figure 1, after being initialized
with the required security material from the backend server,
the tag encrypts the identity details and transfers it to the
reader. The reader can then authenticate the obtained data
and the tag ID by relying on information available at the back-
end server, either in online or offline modus. Security and pro-
tection issues will be of considerable concern during the whole
process for a lot of applications mentioned above. Besides con-
fidentiality, authentication, and integrity, also anonymity and
unlinkability are important features to assess in the develop-
ment of the system in order to avoid tracking attacks.

The RFID device is classified as either passive or active,
based on whether the device utilizes tags with an internal
power source or is controlled by energy distributed by the
RFID readers to relay signals on a continuous basis. Low-
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cost RFID devices highlight the challenges of securing sys-
tems, as traditional encryption primitives increase the cost
of such devices due to their high power consumption.
Although the difficulties in the design of low-cost protected
RFID systems involve reduced computer size and processing
capability, the introduction of a reliable and cost-effective
authentication strategy to ensure the security of user infor-
mation is critical. An RFID network consists of a device
(including a tag), a reader, and a backend processor, where
the reader has a special identification and can access the tag’s
working zone for read/write operations. As shown in
Figure 1, after being initialized with the required security
material from the backend server, the tag encrypts the iden-
tity details and transfers it to the reader. The reader can then
authenticate the obtained data and the tag ID by relying on
information available at the backend server, either in online
or offline modus. Security and protection issues will be of
considerable concern during the whole process for a lot of
applications mentioned above. Besides confidentiality,
authentication and integrity, also anonymity and unlinkabil-
ity are important features to assess in the development of the
system in order to avoid tracking attacks.

The RFID device is classified as either passive or active,
based on whether the device utilizes tags with an internal
power source or is controlled by energy distributed by the
RFID readers to relay signals on a continuous basis. Low-
cost RFID devices highlight the challenges of securing sys-
tems, as traditional encryption primitives increase the cost
of such devices due to their high power consumption.
Although the difficulties in the design of low-cost protected
RFID systems involve reduced computer size and processing
capability, the introduction of a reliable and cost-effective

authentication strategy to ensure the security of user infor-
mation is critical.

Previously, authentication protocols for RFID relied on
hash functions and symmetric key cryptography. However,
due to the good performance and low-key size specifications
of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), the creation of an effec-
tive RFID authentication protocol based on ECC is made
possible. ECC has been already used in different authentica-
tion and key establishment protocols for IoT-based systems.
ECC is a public key or asymmetric key cryptographic solu-
tion, offering smaller key sizes and lower computing costs
compared to alternatives like RSA or systems relying on the
discrete logarithm as trapdoor. In this paper, we propose
two highly efficient EC-based authentication protocols for
client-server architectures with a small client, e.g., sensor or
tag and server, corresponding to the reader. The first protocol
needs the storage of a list of acceptable tags and keys on the
reader side, while the second protocol includes just the pres-
ervation of the list of revoked tags on the reader. The mathe-
matical complexity of both protocols is limited by a
maximum of two EC multiplications at the constrained tag
side, which results in the best performance compared to
other related work.

While both protocols satisfy many required security fea-
tures, such as anonymity, untraceability, perfect forward
secrecy, and mutual authentication, the only disadvantage is
that the tag cannot validate the authenticity of the first
received message, consisting of a random value from the
reader. We therefore suggest to introduce an additional phase
at the beginning of the procedure, requiring two additional
EC multiplications at the tag side. The other benefit of this
additional phase is that the authentication procedure can be
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Figure 1: An example of an RFID authentication system.
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extended to any reader and not only to readers whose public
key is prestored in the memory of the tag.

We show that the proposed protocols have a comparable
of even stronger security strength, compared to related work.
The security of both protocols is proven in an informal way
and formal way. For the formal review, the ProVerif [13]
Model Checker is used. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, related work is described in more detail. Section
3 discusses some background on the architecture, attack
model, and the EC-based operations. The proposed schemes
are explained in Section 4. Section 5 shows the security of the
scheme with respect to informal and formal evaluations. In
Section 6, the performance of the protocols is discussed and
compared with related work. Finally, Section 7 presents the
conclusions of the paper.

2. Related Work

Client-server authentication is an essential operation, which is
required in many use cases and application domains, for
instance, health care, smart grid, and smart home. The literature
on client-server authentication schemes can be divided into dif-
ferent areas. First, there are the schemes, where the client repre-
sents a user connected to a device or smartcard, enabling
multifactor authentication schemes. Next, we can also distin-
guish the schemes in terms of the type of operations used, which
mainly consists of symmetric and public key-based schemes. In
our case, we focus on the schemes, where the client is a device
with a limited amount of resources, but sufficient to still imple-
ment public key-based operations like EC operations. Examples
of such clients are for instance a sensor or a tag, which requires
authentication to be accepted by the reader.

In [14], a survey is given on the different classes of RFID
authentication protocols, with a distinction in fully fledged,
simple, lightweight, and ultralightweight protocols. Fully
fledged protocols are defined as protocols supporting both
symmetric and asymmetric operations and thus are the focus
of this work. From the fully fledged protocols, EC-based oper-
ations are the most efficient ones and in particular [15–18] are
analysed in their survey. Each of these schemes has also com-
pared their strength and efficiency with other schemes in liter-
ature. For instance, the scheme of [15] has been compared
with [14, 19, 20], the scheme of [16] with [21–25], the scheme
of [17] with [14, 20, 26, 27], and the scheme of [18] with [14,
20, 26, 28]. From Table 2 of [14], it can be concluded that [18]
is the most complete scheme with respect to security features
and resistance against important security threats. However,
when having a closer look to [18], we can also conclude that
this scheme is not scalable as the reader needs to perform
exhaustive search in the whole list of tags to verify the validity
of the signature. This feature has not been considered in the
survey. Moreover, unless it is considered secure against track-
ing and location privacy in [14], the attacker can easily follow
the tag once the public key of the tag is known.

Recently, there are some new ECC-based schemes pro-
posed. First, there is the scheme of [29], presented in the con-
text of smart grid, which has been designed to satisfy
resistance in the Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) security model. This
model allows an attacker to also reveal session state-specific

information, session keys, or long-term private keys, which
is a pretty strong requirement. In [29], it has also been shown
that the EC-based schemes of [30–32] were not resistant in
the CK model and suffered also man-in-the-middle attacks
and denial of service attacks. The scheme utilized the EC
Qu Vanstone (ECQV) certificate mechanism [33]. We want
to note that our second proposed scheme is inspired by this
protocol but requires less computation as the proposed attack
model is less strong than the CK model.

A second recent and interesting scheme is proposed in [34].
It is very efficient with only three EC multiplications at the tag
side; however, not scalable as an exhaustive search at the reader
side is required to find the Diffie Hellman key in order to
decrypt the message and to be able to find the elementary infor-
mation. Moreover, if the secret key of the reader or tag is
known, the identity of the tag can be revealed. The protocol is
compared against [35–37], where all of these schemes contain
several shortcomings like no resistance against session-specific
temporary information attack and time synchronisation attack.

Another important and recent protocol to be mentioned
is given in [38]. Here, the tag identity and corresponding key
shared with the reader are updated after each session. In
order to avoid synchronisation attacks, there are two values
stored at the reader, the last and previous one. Therefore,
complete perfect forward security is not satisfied with respect
to the second last session key. The scheme also suffers from
the session-specific temporary information attacks as if the
session data TKt1, TKt2 is stored; the identity of the tag and
corresponding key can be revealed for the current and next
sessions. Consequently, if the attacker blocks the last com-
munication message and the tag wants to restart the process,
it uses its updated identity and key, which are now known to
the attacker. In addition, the scheme is very weak for denial
of service attacks as it consists of four phases and the authen-
tication is only verified in the end. The scheme is compared
with [39–42]. Again, each of these schemes contains signifi-
cant weaknesses compared to [38], like no integrity check
and no scalability. The scheme is very efficient due to the fact
that the number of EC multiplications at the tag side is lim-
ited to three.

Finally, in [43], two ECC-based client-server authenti-
cation protocols have been proposed. The first protocol,
which is an improved version of [44], is not secure for
unlinkability in case of identity guessing, does not offer
perfect forward secrecy, and is vulnerable for session tem-
porary attacks. The second protocol, also called hash-based
authentication protocol is developed in order to be used in
a multireader-based scenario. It is very efficient as only 2
EC multiplications are required at the tag side. However,
the scheme suffers from many security issues. First, it does
not satisfy unlinkability as the attacker can send challenges
at any moment to the tag, which enables the attacker to
track a certain tag. Second, it is not secure against mali-
cious insider servers as a server is able to impersonate
the tag. It also does not offer perfect forward secrecy and
is vulnerable for session temporary attacks.

To conclude, all the proposed EC-based authentication
protocols in literature, satisfying at least anonymity, unlink-
ability, and mutual authentication, require at least three EC
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multiplications at the tag side. Moreover, the schemes with
three EC multiplications [34, 38] suffer from several attacks,
in particular when the attacker is allowed to get access to ses-
sion information. In particular, it has been explicitly men-
tioned in [45] that the usage of the more expensive public
key-based protocols is only allowed in case protection against
a semitrusted TTP is needed, as otherwise all other security
features can simply be addressed by a symmetric key-based
protocol [46]. As shown in [45], almost all of the recently
proposed EC-based protocols, defined for a more general
client-server architecture (not limited to an RFID client), suf-
fer from this weakness (e.g., [47, 48]). Therefore, this has
been carefully taken into account in our protocol designs.
Finally, most of the protocols described in literature are only
defined for tags authenticating to one predefined reader,
which is not a very practical use case, and do not address scal-
ability from the reader point of view.

3. Background

We first start to give some elementary background on the
cryptographic operations. Next, we describe the architecture
and corresponding adversary model.

3.1. Cryptographic Operations

3.1.1. Low-Cost Operations. The concatenation and xor oper-
ation of two messagesM1 and M2 is denoted byM1∥M2 and
M1 ⊕M2, respectively. We denote the symmetric encryption,
like AES128, using a symmetric shared key K of message M
by C = EKðMÞ and the corresponding decryption by M =
DKðCÞ. Note that in our protocol, we only use the ⊕ opera-
tion for encryption and decryption, which corresponds with
the one-pad scheme, offering perfect security [49].

3.1.2. Hash Functions. For a one-way hash operation, we
will use the latest SHA3 standard [50] and in particular
the SHAKE128ðM, dÞ function on message M with vari-
able input size and variable output size d. This function
has a proven resistance of at least minðd/2,128Þ on colli-
sion attacks and preimage and second preimage attacks
independent on the input length and output lengths larger
than 256 bits. For ease of notation, we denote
SHAKE128ðM, dÞ as HðMÞ.

3.1.3. Elliptic Curve-Based Operations. ECC allows light-
weight public key cryptographic solutions. In order to
achieve 128-bit security, a field size of 256 bits for ECC is suf-
ficient, compared to at least 3072 bits for RSA. ECC is based
on the algebraic structure of ECs over finite fields Fp. The
E25519 curve [51] over the prime field p = 2255 − 19 enables
the fastest implementation for the EC operations and pos-
sesses also resistance against the well-known implementation
attacks [52]. Compressed EC points, containing only the X
coordinate, can be used to represent the complete point.
We denote the EC addition of two points by P1 + P2 andmul-
tiplication by rP having r ∈ Fq with q the order of the gener-
ator G. The security of ECC relies on the Elliptic Curve
Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) and the Elliptic Curve

Diffie Hellman Problem (ECDHP), both well-known compu-
tational hard problems.

3.1.4. Elliptic Curve Qu Vanstone Mechanisms. The ECQV
mechanism [33] allows to define certificates of very small
size, compared to other approaches like X.509 certificates.
Moreover, the scheme enables also the derivation of a secret
key pair, with private key only known by the requested entity
and not the trusted third party (TTP).

Denote the secret key pair of the TTP by ðdTTP,QTTPÞ.
The different steps in the derivation of the key pair ðdn,QnÞ
for an entity with identity idn are as follows. First, the entity
sends its identity idn, together with an EC point Ri = riG,
where ri is a randomly chosen variable. Next, also, the TTP
chooses a random rT and computes RT = rTG. The certificate
is then defined by Certn = Ri + RT . Next, an auxiliary value
r =HðCertn∥idnÞrT + dTTP is computed. The pair ðr, CertnÞ
is sent to the entity idn. The private key dn can now be
derived as dn =HðCertn∥idnÞri + r. Only if Qn = dnG corre-
sponds with HðCertn∥idnÞCertn +QTTP the entity approves
the key pair ðdn,QnÞ and stores it in its memory. Note that
this last derivation

Qn =H Certn∥idnð ÞCertn +QTTP ð1Þ

also corresponds to the operation, required to be executed by
an outsider who is in the possession of the certificate Certn
and the identity idn.

3.2. Architecture. In our setting, we assume a tag (T),
reader (R), and trusted third party (TTP). The tag is con-
sidered as a low-cost device in which efficiency plays an
important role. The reader has to verify the legitimacy of
the tag. Therefore, it needs to get access to the list of
approved tags or a list of invoked tags. This can be either
by storage at its own premises or by contacting a secure
authentication service. Note that for the ease of notation,
we consider here the first scenario. Finally, there is the
trusted third party, who shares this list of tags to the
reader during the initialisation process and does not par-
ticipate in the actual authentication protocol.

3.2.1. Attack Model. The adversary has the following
possibilities:

(A1) The attacker can actively participate in the commu-
nication by modifying, replaying, or blocking the
transmitted messages

(A2) The attacker is able to passively monitor the com-
munication and collect transmitted data in order
to eventually exploit later on

(A3) The attacker is able to derive the session-specific
temporary information at both reader and tag,
e.g., by means of timing attacks. Note that this can
be simultaneously at the reader and tag at the same
time

(A4) The attacker can also get access to the long-term
key material, stored at both reader and tag. Note
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that this can be simultaneously at the reader and tag
at the same time

The attack scenarios (A1, A2) can be combined with (A3)
or (A4). However, (A3) and (A4) cannot be executed at the
same time, which is the main difference compared to the
CK security model. Note that this security model is applied
in most of the RFID-based authentication protocols.

For each of the above-described attack scenarios, our
protocol should still be able to guarantee the following secu-
rity criteria:

(C1) Mutual authentication is offered in the protocol to
avoid impersonation attacks. Both parties also need
to participate in order to avoid key control attacks

(C2) The anonymity of the tag should be guaranteed

(C3) It should not be able to link the different requests to
a specific tag and thus to track some particular tag

(C4) Even if session-specific temporary information is
leaked (cf (A3)), it should not be possible to imper-
sonate or reveal the identity of the tag. This is called
resistance against session-specific temporary infor-
mation attack

(C5) Even if the key material is revealed (cf (A4)), it
should not be possible to impersonate the tag or
to reveal its identity. This corresponds to the perfect
forward secrecy feature

(C6) Resistance against replay attacks should be realised

(C7) Resistance against desynchronisation attacks
should be offered. Even if the attacker blocks some
messages, the reader and tag will still be able to suc-
cessfully execute the protocol. This also results in
the availability feature

(C8) Scalability should be offered in order to find the
matching record in the database of the reader in
an efficient way, i.e., not through exhaustive search
in all of the stored records

(C9) Resistance against denial of service attacks should
be provided as much as possible in order to avoid
unnecessary work to be done by one of the entities
before noticing a potential attack

4. Proposed Schemes

We first explain the two basic schemes, called Scheme 1.1 and
Scheme 1.2, being a protocol with storage of individual key
material for each legitimate tag (Scheme 1.1) and a protocol
without storage of individual key material (Scheme 1.2). Note
that in this last protocol, we can assume that only the list of
revoked tags is stored. For both protocols, we discuss the
initialisation and the actual authentication phase. We assume
that all entities participating in the scheme implement the
required EC parameters and the associated EC operations,
together with the hash function.

4.1. Basic Schemes

4.1.1. Scheme 1.1: With Storage at Reader Side

(1) Initialisation Phase. Each tag receives from the TTP the
public key of the readerQr = drG to which it needs to authen-
ticate to and the tuple ðidn, Kn1

, Kn2
Þ, representing a unique

identity idn and two corresponding unique keys ðKn1
, Kn2
Þ,

respectively. These parameters are securely stored on the
tag. The reader receives from the TTP the list of legitimate
ðidn, Kn1

, Kn2
Þ
n
, which are securely stored in its database

(DB). Also, its key pair ðdr ,QrÞ, containing private and pub-
lic key, is securely stored at the reader.

(2) Authentication Phase. In the first step, the reader chooses
a random value rr and computes Rr = rrG = ðxr , yrÞ, which is
sent to the tag. Note that by using the E25519 curve, it is suf-
ficient to send xr as mentioned before. However, for clarity in
notation, we still denote it as the full point Rr .

Then, the tag also chooses a random value rn and com-
putes Rn = ðrn + Kn2

ÞG. Next, it derives Hððrn + Kn2
ÞðQr +

RrÞÞ = ðhr1, hr2Þ in order to compute A1 = Kn1
⊕ hr1. Finally,

the tag computes Hðidn∥Kn1
∥Kn2

∥Rr∥Rn∥hr2Þ = ðh1∥h2Þ and
sends the message Rn, A1, h2 to the reader.

Upon receiving this message, with its private key dr and
the temporary local variable rr , the reader first computes ð
dr + rrÞRn = ðhr1, hr2Þ in order to retrieve Kn1

= A1 ⊕ hr1
and looks it up in the DB containing the list of legitimate tags.
If it does not exist, the protocol is aborted. Otherwise, it
retrieves the corresponding identity-related material of that
tag idn and the second key Kn2

and computes Hðidn∥Kn1
∥

Kn2
∥Rr∥Rn∥hr2Þ = ðh1∥h2Þ. If the second part of the output

corresponds with the received h2, the reader approves the
request and forwards h1 to the tag.

The tag compares the stored h1 value with the received
one, and in case it is similar, the authentication is approved,
otherwise the tag aborts the process. The different steps in
this protocol are illustrated in Table 1.

4.1.2. Scheme 1.2: Without Storage at Reader Side

(1) Initialisation Phase. The tag first derives its private and
public key by means of the ECQV protocol. As a result, it
receives its identity idn, certificate Certn, and key pair ðdn,
QnÞ with Qn = dnG =HðCertn∥idnÞCertn +QTTP as shown
in Equation (1). The values ðidn, Certn, ðdn,QnÞ,QrÞ are
stored on the tag.

The reader receives from the TTP the list of revoked tags
containing ðidrn, CertrnÞrn.

(2) Authentication Phase. The first step is the same as in
Scheme 1.1. The reader chooses a random value rr and com-
putes Rr = rrG. This value Rr is sent to the tag.

Then, the tag also chooses a random value rn and com-
putes Rn = ðrn + dnÞG. Next, it derives a Diffie Hellmann
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key by computing K = ðrn + dnÞðQr + RrÞ = ðxk, ykÞ, which is
used to encrypt the identity-related information, i.e., C = EK
ðidn∥Certn∥rÞ = ðidn∥Certn∥rÞ ⊕ K , with r a randomly chosen

value. Then, it computes Hðidn∥Certn∥Rr∥Rn∥rÞ = ðh1∥h2Þ
and the corresponding signature sn = ðrn + dnÞ − dnh2. The
message C, Rn, sn is sent to the reader.

Table 1: Steps and computations in the proposed authentication with storage.

Reader- dr ,Qrð Þ,DB : idn, Kn1
, Kn2

� �
n

Tag- idn, Kn1
, Kn2

,Qr

� �

Choose rr , Rr = rrG = xr , yrð Þ ⟶
Rr

Choose rn, Rn = rn + Kn2

� �
G

H rn + Kn2

� �
Qr + Rrð Þ� �

= hr1, hr2ð Þ
A1 = Kn1

⊕ hr1
H idn∥Kn1

∥Kn2
∥Rr∥Rn∥hr2

� �
= h1∥h2ð Þ

 ������
Rn ,A1,h2

dr + rrð ÞRn = hr1, hr2ð Þ
Kn1

= A1 ⊕ hr1
If notKn1

in DB, stop, else
H idn∥Kn1

∥Kn2
∥Rr∥Rn∥hr2

� �
= h1∥h2ð Þ

If h2 not correct, stop, else

⟶
h1

If h1 correct OK, else not

Table 2: Steps and computations in the proposed authentication without storage.

Reader- dr ,Qrð Þ,DB : idrn, Certrnð Þrn Tag- idn, Certn, dn,Qnð Þ,Qrð Þ
Choose rr , Rr = rrG ⟶

Rr

Choose rn, Rn = rn + dnð ÞG
Choose r, C = idn∥Certn∥rð Þ ⊕ rn + dnð Þ Qr + Rrð Þ

H idn∥Certn∥Rr∥Rn∥rð Þ = h1∥h2ð Þ
sn = rn + dnð Þ − dnh2

 �����
Rn ,C,sn

idn∥Certn∥rð Þ = C ⊕ dr + rrð ÞRn
If idn in DB, stop, else
H idn∥Certn∥Rr∥Rn∥rð Þ = h1∥h2ð Þ
If not snG = Rn − h2Qn, stop, else

⟶
h1

If h1 correct OK, else not

Table 3: Results in the different attack scenarios.

Characteristic Scheme 1.1 Scheme 1.2

[A1] Active attacker—send queries
Send 0, Rð Þ = Rrf g, send 1, Tð Þ = Rn, A1, h2f g,

send 2, Rð Þ = h1f g
Send 0, Rð Þ = Rrf g, send 1, Tð Þ = C, Rn, snf g,

send 2, Rð Þ = h1f g
[A2] Passive attacker—execute
queries

Execute(send 0, Rð Þ)= Rrf g, execute(send(1, T
))= Rn, A1, h2f g, execute(send(2, R))= h1f g

Execute(send(0, R))= Rrf g, execute(send(1, T
))= C, Rn, snf g, execute(send(2, R))= h1f g

[A3] Session-specific temporary
information—SSReveal queries

SSReveal Tð Þ = rnf g, SSReveal Rð Þ = rrf g SSReveal Tð Þ = rn, rf g, SSReveal Rð Þ = rrf g

[A4] Long-term key
material—corrupt queries

Corrupt Tð Þ= idn, Kn1
, Kn2

� �
, corrupt Rð Þ=

dr , idn, Kn1
, Kn2

� �
n

n o Corrupt(T)= dn, idn, Certnf g, corrupt(R)= drf g
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Table 4: Informal security analysis of both protocols.

Characteristic Scheme 1.1 Scheme 1.2

[C1] Mutual
authentication

In order to be able to construct a valid outcome in the
protocol, the attacker needs to construct a legitimate h2 (in
the case of the tag) or h1 (in the case of the reader). To do

so, the attacker should know at the same time either
idn, Kn1

, Kn2
, rn

� �
or idn, Kn1

, Kn2
, rr , dr

� �
. This is not

possible, since both sets contain outcomes of both
SSReveal and corrupt (see Table 3), which is not

considered in the attack model. In addition, the hash
function is assumed to be resistant for collision and

preimage attacks.

In order to construct a valid signature sn by the tag or valid
response h1 by the reader, the attacker needs to possess at
the same time either dn, rnf g or dr , rrf g due to the ECDLP
as these values require the computation of the session key
K = dn + rnð Þ Qr + Rrð Þ = dr + rrð ÞRn used to encrypt the
message idn, Certn, rð Þ. Note that this key is not stored as a

separate variable in the protocol in order to avoid
exploitation in a session-specific temporary information
attack. Also, here, these sets contain outcomes of both

SSReveal and corrupt (see Table 3), which is a
contradiction in the attack model.

[C2] Anonymity

The identity idn is considered as secret key material and is
only included in the hash function. Due to the one-way
property of the hash function, its value cannot be revealed.
It can even not be guessed, since that allows the knowledge
of Kn1

, which is hidden in A1 relying on the strength of the
ECDLP.

To find the identity of the tag, the message C should be
decrypted. Therefore, either dn, rnf g or dr , rrf g is required
due to the ECDHP. However, as mentioned before, this is
in contradiction with the attack model, cf Table 3. If also
the identity and certificate are guessed, the validity cannot
be verified as it requires the knowledge of a random value r

, which is included in the encrypted message C.

[C3] Unlinkability

As explained in the criteria of anonymity, the identity of
the tag cannot be revealed, but the best to be leaked is Kn1
from A1, which would threaten the unlinkability feature.
However, this is not possible as it requires the knowledge
of either rn, Kn2

� �
or dr , rrf g, which is not possible, cf

Table 3.

Identity-related information is packed in the parameters
C, sn, h1f g. From C, nothing can be leaked as explained
before. From the second one sn, an attacker can try to

verify the signature with a collected public key of the tag
(similar to dictionary attack). However, now, the attacker
will not be successful as it first needs to find h2, which

includes the additional random value r, to be able to verify
the equation snG = Rn − h2Qn.

On the other hand, if idn, Certnf g is leaked, similar to a
dictionary attack, together with the session data r, the
validity of h1 can be verified and thus, the tag can be

tracked.

[C4] Session-
specific temporary
information

Given SSReveal(T)=rn, it still does not result in making a
fake message containing A1, h2, h1 as also corresponding
secret keys Kn1

, Kn2
of the tag need to be known. Also,

with additional SSReveal(R)=rr , no fake messages can be
constructed.

With SSReveal Tð Þ = rn, rf g and SSReveal Rð Þ = rrf g, no
fake messages containing legitimate C, sn, h1 parameters
can be made without knowledge of valid credentials of the
tag as it requires the additional usage of either the private
key dn of the tag or the private key dR of the reader due to

the ECDLP.

[C5] Perfect
forward secrecy

When the corrupt queries of tag and reader are executed,
we are still not able to create a fake message containing
A1, h2, h1 as also the session-specific information rn or rr
should be known to derive the last concatenated value in
the hash operation due to the ECDHP. In addition, the
identity cannot be tracked as in the computation ofA1,

temporary session information is included.

Executing the corrupt queries on both reader and tag does
not result in additional gain for the attacker as still the
temporary session information is required to encrypt the
ciphertext for deriving the identity of the tag and for

constructing valid hash outcomes. This follows from the
ECDHP.

[C6] Replay attacks

This attack is avoided thanks to the usage of random
numbers, both at the side of the reader and the tag. Even if
the attacker replays the random value of the reader in the
beginning of the protocol, the tag still chooses another
random value, such that the h1 value also changes. Also,
the message of the tag cannot be replayed as it relies on the

usage of the random Rr sent in the beginning by the
reader. Due to the large size p of the space (field size of the
curve) in which the random variables are defined, the

probability to obtain a collision is following the birthday
paradox smaller than n2/2p, with n the number of

collected variables.

The same reasoning for the protection against replay
attack holds for this protocol. Again, random values are
used by both reader and tag and should be unique in each
call of the protocol. The probability of not being unique is

smaller than n2/2l, with l the space size in which the
randoms are defined and thus equal to the field size.

[C7]
Desynchronisation
attack

Since the identity and key material of the tag remain fixed,
there is no desynchronisation possible. The only potential
problem might be if the tag has a built-in protection to

The similar reasoning as in Scheme 1.1 holds due to the
fixed key material of the tag and results in protection

against desynchronisation attacks.
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After receiving this message, the reader derives K = ðdr
+ rrÞRn in order to retrieve ðidn∥Certn∥rÞ =DKðCÞ = C ⊕ K .
Next, it checks the validity of the signature by computing H
ðidn∥Certn∥Rr∥Rn∥rÞ = ðh1∥h2Þ and checking if the equality
snG = Rn − h2Qn holds. If so, the reader sends h1 as a confir-
mation message to the tag. Else, the protocol is aborted.

If the tag receives the same value h1 as stored in its mem-
ory, the authentication process is successfully executed. The
different steps in this protocol are illustrated in Table 2.

4.2. Extension. In the current two versions, the tag receives a
random value from the reader but is not able to verify the
validity of the request. This will not cause denial-of-service
attacks as it is possible to build in a security guideline to block
the number of potential requests to a certain threshold.

However, in order to avoid such potential problems, it is
possible to replace the first message in both protocols by a
message containing the signature of the TTP on the random
value generated by the reader. In this way, any reader with a
valid signature can send a request to the tag and the tag does
not need to store the corresponding public key of the reader.

Let Rr be the random value generated by the reader. The
reader requests a signature of the TTP on the pair ðRr ,QrÞ,
which can be easily realised by the Schnorr signature scheme
as also done in Scheme 1.2. Therefore, the TTP chooses a
random value r1 and computes R1 = r1G. The corresponding
signature sr = r1 −HðRr∥Qr∥R1∥TiÞdTTP, with Ti being the
current active time interval, is now sent to the reader. As a
consequence, the first transmitted message now consists of
ðRr ,Qr , R1, Ti, srÞ. This signature can be easily verified by
the tag by checking if the following equality holds: srG = R1
−HðRr∥Qr∥R1∥TiÞQTTP.

The tag does not need to prestore the public key of the
reader Qr anymore, but only the initialisation timestamp T0
. It is implemented to accept random values within a certain
given time interval from the initial T0. There is a trade-off in
size of this time interval (cf efficiency) and security as the lon-
ger the time interval, the more it can become possible that
revoked readers can replay their approved random values.
In the case that all readers are trustworthy, the usage of time-
stamps can even be avoided. Note that for Schemes 1.1 and
1.2, we have assumed a trustworthy reader, as there is only

one reader involved. We will call Schemes 1.1 and 1.2 with
the extension part also Schemes 2.1 and 2.2.

5. Security Evaluation

The security will be both informally and formally evaluated.

5.1. Informal Security Evaluation. We now discuss the
strength of both protocols with respect to the attack scenarios
and the security features defined in Section 3. We also com-
pare the security strength of our scheme with the most rele-
vant related work described in Section 2.

In order to analyze the security, we first summarize the
knowledge that the attacker gains following the different
attack scenarios [A1-A4] in Table 3, being the results of send,
execute, session reveal, and corrupt queries, respectively. We
want to note that hr1, hr2 are no session-specific temporary
information at the tag side as it is possible to compute Kn1
⊕Hððrn + Kn2

ÞðQr + RrÞÞ and to take the first 128 bits of
the operation as A1 and the bits 129 till 256 as hr2, since
Kn1

is considered to be a variable of length 128 bits.
This knowledge can then be exploited in the different

attacks, as explained in Table 4.
It can be concluded from Table 4 that both our Schemes

1.1 and 1.2 satisfy the same security features with respect to
the above defined criteria [C1-C9]. However, the main differ-
ence from a security point of view between both of them is
with respect to the resistance against a curious TTP. In
Scheme 1.1, with knowledge of the session-specific variables,
thus after SSReveal(T), the TTP is able to verify and track the
activity of the tag. The TTP can also impersonate the tag as it
knows all the security material. Compared to Scheme 1.2,
both attacks are not possible if the private key of the tag has
been constructed by means of the ECQVmechanism. Conse-
quently, the TTP can never be in the possession of both ses-
sion data and secret data, like in Scheme 1.1.

In addition, the main added value from a security point of
view of Schemes 2.1 and 2.2, including the implementation of
the extension in the beginning of the algorithm, is to imme-
diately detect denial-of-service attacks at the tag side. In the
case where many invalid requests are sent, it makes sense to
include this extension. In addition, it makes the protocol

Table 4: Continued.

Characteristic Scheme 1.1 Scheme 1.2

avoid denial-of-service attacks to limit the number of
unsuccessful authentication requests by a fixed amount.

[C8] Scalability

This scheme is linearly scalable with the amount of sensors
stored at the reader side, since the reader has to go linearly
over the different records of its database in order to find

the matching record.

Since the reader only stores the list of revoked sensors, the
system is highly scalable with a complexity limited to the
size of the revoked sensors and not the list of legitimate
sensors, which is typically considered to be much smaller.

[C9] Denial-of-
service attack

The validity of the second and third message can be
immediately verified. Only for the first message the tag

needs to wait upon the final response in order to decide the
legitimacy of the authentication request. However, from
the side of the reader, there is no problem as each request
can be immediately verified and no sessions need to be

stored waiting for approval.

The same protection against denial-of-service attacks
holds for Scheme 1.2 as also, here, the first message is the
only one which cannot be immediately verified for its

legitimacy and this message is sent from the reader to the
tag.
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Protocol:
pi calculus + Cryptography

Properties to prove:
security, privacy, authentication

Automatic translator

Horn clauses Derivable queries

Resolution with selection

�e property is true Potential attack

Figure 2: ProVerif structure.

Table 5: Comparison of security strength with related and recent literature with respect to the security criteria [C1-C11] (Y: yes; N: no; P:
partially).

Scheme (authors + year) [C1] [C2] [C3] [C4] [C5] [C6] [C7] [C8] [C9] [C10] [C11]

Braeken et al. 2018 [29] Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y P Y N

Sowjanya et al. 2020 [34] Y Y Y N Y Y Y N Y N N

Dinarvand and Barati 2019 [38] Y Y Y Y P Y Y Y N N N

Merabet et al., Scheme 1, 2019 [43] Y Y N N N Y Y Y N N N

Merabet et al., Scheme 2, 2019 [43] Y Y N N N Y Y Y N N Y

Scheme 1.1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y P N N

Scheme 1.2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y P Y N

Scheme 2.1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

Scheme 2.2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Table 6: Comparison of the computation costs.

Scheme (authors + year) TM reader Time reader TM tag Time tag Total time

Braeken et al. 2018 [29] 5 189.75ms 4 1378.64ms 1568.39ms

Sowjanya et al. 2020 [34] 5 189.75ms 3 1033.66ms 1223.41ms

Dinarvand et al. 2019 [38] 3 113.85ms 3 1033.66ms 1167.51ms

Merabet et al., Scheme 1, 2019 [43] 3 113.85ms 3 1033.66ms 1167.51ms

Merabet et al., Scheme 2, 2019 [43] 2 75.88ms 2 689.32ms 765.20ms

Scheme 1.1 2 75.88ms 2 689.32ms 765.20ms

Scheme 1.2 4 151.80ms 2 689.32ms 841.12ms

Scheme 2.1 4 151.80ms 5 1723.30ms 1875.10ms

Scheme 2.2 4 151.80ms 4 1378.64ms 1430.44ms
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independent of one particular reader and allows authentica-
tion of the tag to a large number of readers. However, it
comes of course with an additional communication and
computation cost as will be shown in Section 6.

To conclude, we have compared the security of our four
protocols with the latest most relevant schemes [29, 34, 38,
43] in literature as discussed in Section 3, considering an
attack satisfying the attack scenarios [A1-A4]. We also added
two other criteria, as explained above, in order to differentiate
our four developed schemes.

(C10) Resistant against curious TTP

(C11) Multireader authentication

The comparison is provided in Table 5. As can be seen,
our Scheme 2.2 satisfies all the criteria, while the other
Schemes 1.1 and 1.2 still satisfy a nice number of criteria.
In particular, with respect to [C1-C9], they clearly outper-
form the state of the art [34, 38, 43]. Only [29] possesses sim-
ilar strength as it satisfies resistance in the CK adversary
model that is even a stronger requirement, which also attack
scenarios [A3] and [A4] can be combined.

Only the second scheme of [43] also offers authentication
with respect to multiple readers. With respect to inherent
architecture, it is best to compare their proposed scheme with
Scheme 2.1 as it also requires the storage of legitimate identi-
ties. As can be seen from Table 5, the scheme [43] does not
possess sufficient security strength.

5.2. Formal Security Evaluation. Formal verification is a suc-
cessful approach to provide security assurances by mathe-
matically ascertaining the accuracy of prototypes utilizing a
combination of mathematical and logical methods. Such
approaches are especially valuable for extracting objective
information on the protection and security properties of dig-
ital devices.

ProVerif is one of the most common used formal verifica-
tion tools focusing on security protocols. We refer to [53] for
an in-depth survey on the different formal security tools. Pro-
Verif is a command line method to automatically evaluate the
protection of cryptographic protocols based on the basic
description of the protocol by the Prolog rules. In ProVerif,
an algorithm is implemented that effectively determines
whether or not a fact can be proven by the Prolog rules [13,

54–56]. Due to the usage of integration, the state space explo-
sion issue is prevented. Another benefit is that there is no
need to restrict the amount of runs of the protocol.

The ProVerif structure is shown in Figure 2. ProVerif uses
the protocol paradigm in the extension of the pi calculus with
cryptography as data, analogous to the modified pi calculus.
It follows a broad range of cryptographic primitives, defined
by rewrite codes or equations. ProVerif also uses the protec-
tion properties that we want to show as data. Numerous pro-
tection features, like anonymity, authentication, and certain
empirical equivalence products, can be checked. It instantly
converts this knowledge into an internal version of the Horn
clauses: the protocol is translated into a collection of Horn
clauses, and the protection properties to be proven are trans-
lated into the derivability queries for such clauses. ProVerif
uses a resolution algorithm with free choice to determine
whether a fact can be derived from the clauses. Unless the
facts are not derivable, the required protection property shall
be identified.

Some more background and the ProVerif modeling are
given in Appendix. Also, the results on the proof verification
have been explained there. To summarize, the program
reveals for the first two schemes a potential flow on the ran-
dom value Rr , which has also been described in the informal
security analysis and shown to imply no direct security attack
as shown in Appendices A and B. The last two schemes
do not reveal any security threats, please see Appendices
C and D.

6. Performance

We now compare the efficiency of our four schemes with
respect to computation and communication costs.

6.1. Computation Cost. Our four protocols and the related
work of [29, 34, 38] consist of a combination of xor, hash,
and elliptic curve operations. From all these operations, the
EC multiplication is the most compute-intensive operation
and dominates the total cost of the process. Therefore, we
limit our analysis to the comparison of the amount of EC
multiplications required by both reader and tag. Denote this
number by TM . To give an estimation of the timings, we
implemented an EC multiplication with 256 bits, corre-
sponding to a 128 security level, both on a Zolertia RE-

Table 7: Comparison of the communication costs.

Scheme (authors + year) NS (bits) NR (bits) Total bits Nr of phases

Braeken et al. 2018 [29] 896 512 1408 3

Sowjanya et al. 2020 [34] 800 512 1312 2

Dinarvand et al. 2019 [38] 768 512 1280 4

Merabet et al., Scheme 1, 2019 [43] 768 512 1280 3

Merabet et al., Scheme 2, 2019 [43] 768 512 1280 3

Scheme 1.1 768 512 1280 3

Scheme 1.2 1024 512 1536 3

Scheme 2.1 768 1568 2336 3

Scheme 2.2 1024 1568 2592 3
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Mote with ARM Cortex-M3 at 32MHz and 32KB RAM
using the HW acceleration engine and on a Raspberry Pi
3B Quad Core 1.2GHz with 1GB RAM using the Bouncy-
Castle library. As a result, we obtained 344.66ms for the first
one and 37.94ms for the second one, mimicking the tag and
reader, respectively.

Table 6 compares the number of EC multiplications TM
at reader and tag side, together with their corresponding tim-
ings. As can be concluded from this table, our Schemes 1.1
and 1.2 are the fastest as they both require only 2 EC multi-
plications. In addition, Scheme 1.1 also only requires 2 EC
multiplications at the reader side and thus has the lowest
impact with respect to security operations.

6.2. Communication Cost.We now calculate the length of the
transmitted messages sent in the protocols, taking into
account a security level of 128 bits. This means that the size
of the EC points and the outputs of the hash function should
be at least 256 bits in order to avoid all types of collision and
preimage attacks. We further consider the length of the iden-
tities equal to 128 bits in order to avoid exhaustive search
attacks. The number of sent bits is denoted by NS, and the
number of received bits by NR from the point of view of the
tag.

Table 7 summarizes the comparison of the performance
with respect to communication costs. It can be concluded
that our Scheme 1.1 is outperforming the others with respect
to number of bits communicated in the channel. Only [38] is
able to establish the authentication in two phases. However, it
should be noted that in practice, an additional phase should
be added as in their implementation, the tag starts the com-
munication and does not receive an approval of the authen-
tication. In order to effectively obtain mutual
authentication, at least three phases are needed. It is clear that
Schemes 2.1 and 2.2 have the highest communication cost,
but they are also the most generic as they are able to handle
different readers in the same protocol.

7. Conclusion

This paper introduces four highly effective authentication
algorithms for client-server (tag-reader) or RFID system
based on ECC. The first scheme (v1.1) requires storage of
the identities and related key material of all active tags, while
the second scheme (v1.2) only needs the list of revoked tags.
An additional phase is proposed on both protocols (v2.1 and
v2.2) to enable multireader authentication. The main differ-
ence in security strength (between .1 and .2 version) is the
additional protection against an honest but curious TTP,
offered by the second version.

The proposed schemes were compared with five other
recent ECC-based protocols for the computational time,
communication costs, storage costs, and protection level they
offer. The findings reveal that our proposed schemes have
small computing overheads, small storage costs for the code,
and better protection rates than other related protocols (see
Tables 6 and 7).

7.1. ProVerif for Specifications on the Schemes. In [54], the
manual of the ProVerif tool includes explanation on the
installation, configuration, and programming syntaxes and
is provided with rich examples for a good understanding.
When writing a file in ProVerif, you model what the honest
participants are allowed to do and what you give as knowl-
edge to the attacker. Then, ProVerif checks any possible
interaction between the honest participant and the attacker
(provided that the attacker actions are bound by the model,
e.g., an attacker cannot break the cryptography). After that,
if you have specific properties, you need to think how to
model them.

Appendix

A. Applied Pi Calculus Specification Script of
Scheme 1.1

Explanations of the pi calculus codes used are as follows:

(1) The secrets T_idn, T_Kn1, T_Kn2, and dr are
declared as a secret to the attacker using the word
[private]. ch is the public channel where READER
and TAG exchange their messages. The functions h,
mecc, concat, xor, and add represent hash, scalar mul-
tiplication, concatenation, xor, and modular addition
functions, respectively, and are defined in the library

(2) Secrecy of T_idn, T_Kn1, T_Kn2, dr, and rn is veri-
fied with the queries: query attacker(T_idn), query
attacker(T_Kn1), query attacker(T_Kn2), query
attacker(new rr), and query attacker(new rn)

(3) Mutual authentication between the Tag and Server is
modeled by defining four events that are mapped in
the TAG and SERVER subprocesses and a set of
queries, shown in Figure 3(a)

(4) The pi calculus is designed for representing concur-
rent processes that interact using communication
channels. First, we should model the protocol, which
means READER and TAG tasks, as provided in
Figures 3(b) and 3(c)

(5) Then, the process is defined (see [55]). In our case, we
used a parallel composition. Because the processes in
CryptoVerif must alternate inputs and outputs, input
must be followed by computations and output, and
output must be followed by replications, parallel com-
positions, and inputs. The main process must start
with an input, a replication, or a parallel composition

In the main process, SERVER and TAG subprocesses are
running in parallel, indicating an unlimited number of pro-
cesses, presented in Figure 3(d).

B. ProVerif Results of Scheme 1.1

It is necessary to consider the difference between the attack
derivation and the attack trace in order to interpret the find-
ings correctly. The attack derivation is a description of the
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behavior that the attacker has to take to breach the protection
property in the internal representation of ProVerif. As this inter-
nal interpretation utilizes abstractions, the derivation is not nec-
essarily achievable in reality. For example, it may involve the
replication of such acts which, in truth, may never be repeated,
for example, since they are not reproduced. The attack trace, on
the other hand, refers to the semantics of the applied pi calculus
and often corresponds to the functional trace of the considered
operation. ProVerif is able to show three kinds of results:

(i) RESULT [Query] is true: the query has been con-
firmed, there is no threat. In this scenario, ProVerif
reveals no attack derivation and no attack trace

(ii) RESULT [Query] is false: the query is incorrect, and
ProVerif has discovered an intrusion on the required
protection property. The attack trace is seen right
before the outcome (and the attack derivation is also
seen, although you can concentrate on the attack
trace because it reflects the real attack).

(iii) RESULT [Query] cannot be proved: it is a “do not
know” reaction. ProVerif did not claim that the
query is valid, nor could it locate an attack that
proved that the question is incorrect. Because the
question of checking protocols with an unbounded
number of sessions is undecidable, this condition is
unavoidable. Still, ProVerif offers some supplemen-

tary knowledge that could be helpful in deciding if
the question is valid. In fact, ProVerif shows an
attack bypass

In the verification summary, shown in Figure 4(a), we
notice that an attack can derive Rr , which is logic because it
is sent in the public channel. But as mentioned in the security
analysis, the knowledge of Rr does not lead to a direct attack
(see Figures 4(c) and 4(d)). For the rest of the results, there is
no threat (see Figures 4(b) and 4(e)).

C. Applied Pi Calculus Specification Script of
Scheme 2.1

As explained before, to avoid such potential problems, we
replace the first message protocol by a message containing
the signature (sr) of the TTP on the random value generated
by the reader.

Explanations of the pi calculus codes used are as follows:

(1) The secrets T_idn, T_Kn1, T_Kn2, and dr are
declared as a secret to the attacker using the word
[private]. ch is the public channel where READER
and TAG exchange their messages and h, mecc, con-
cat, xor, add, and sub represent hash, scalar multipli-
cation, concatenation, xor, modular addition, and
modular subtraction functions, respectively

(a) Parameters and functions (b) Reader side

(c) Tag side (d) Main process

Figure 3: Applied Pi calculus specification script of Scheme 1.1.
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(2) Secrecy of T_idn, T_Kn1, T_Kn2, dr, and rn is veri-
fied with queries: query attacker(T_idn), query
attacker(T_Kn1), query attacker(T_Kn2), query
attacker(sr), and query attacker(new rn)

(3) Mutual authentication between the Tag and Server is
modeled with the definition of four events that are
mapped in the TAG and SERVER subprocesses and
a set of queries, shown in Figure 5(a)

(4) READER and TAG tasks, Figures 5(b) and 5(c).

(5) In the main process, SERVER and TAG subprocesses
are running in parallel, indicating an unlimited num-
ber of processes, shown in Figure 5(d)

D. ProVerif Results of Scheme 2.1

After signing the reader’s random Rr by TTP, the protocol
became more secure as the results show that there are no
safety issues as mentioned in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).

(a) Verification summary (b) Detailed result 1

(c) Detailed result 2 (d) Detailed result 3

(e) Detailed result 4

Figure 4: ProVerif results of Scheme 1.1.
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(a) Detailed result (b) Verification summary

Figure 6: ProVerif results of Scheme 2.1.

(a) Parameters and functions (b) Reader side

(c) Tag side (d) Main process

Figure 5: Applied Pi calculus specification script of Scheme 2.1.
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Abbreviations

RFID: Radio Frequency Identification
ECC: Elliptic curve cryptography
ECQV: EC Qu Vanstone
CK: Canetti-Krawczyk
TTP: Rusted third party
ECDLP: Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
ECDHP: Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman Problem
IoT: Internet of Things.
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